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Abstract—We consider realistic satellite communications sys-
tems for broadband and broadcasting applications, based on
frequency-division-multiplexed linear modulations, where spec-
tral efficiency is one of the main figures of merit. For these
systems, we investigate their ultimate performance limits by
using a framework to compute the spectral efficiency when
suboptimal receivers are adopted and evaluating the performance
improvements that can be obtained through the adoption of
the time-frequency packing technique. Our analysis reveals that
introducing controlled interference can significantly increase the
efficiency of these systems. Moreover, if a receiver which is able
to account for the interference and the nonlinear impairments is
adopted, rather than a classical predistorter at the transmitter
coupled with a simpler receiver, the benefits in terms of spectral
efficiency can be even larger. Finally, we consider practical coded
schemes and show the potential advantages of the optimized sig-
naling formats when combined with iterative detection/decoding.
Index Terms—Nonlinear satellite channels, interchannel in-
terference, intersymbol interference, information rate, spectral
efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
In satellite systems, orthogonal signaling is often adopted
to avoid intersymbol interference (ISI), at least in the absence
of nonlinear distortions. For example, in the 2nd-generation
satellite digital video broadcasting (DVB-S2) standard [1], a
conventional square-root raised-cosine (RRC) pulse shaping
filter is specified at the transmitter. For an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and in the absence of other
impairments, the use of a RRC filter at the receiver and proper
sampling ensure that optimal detection can be performed on
a symbol-by-symbol basis. On the other hand, it is known
that, when finite-order constellations are considered (e.g.,
phase-shift keying (PSK)), the spectral efficiency (SE) of the
communication system, defined here as the information rate
normalized to the spectral bandwidth assigned to the channel
and the time spent to transmit a symbol, can be improved by
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relaxing the orthogonality condition. Faster-than-Nyquist sig-
naling (FTN, see [2]–[5]) is a well known technique consisting
of reducing the time spacing between two adjacent pulses well
below that ensuring the Nyquist condition, thus introducing
ISI. If the receiver is able to cope with the interference, the
efficiency of the communication system will be increased. In
the original papers on FTN signaling [2]–[5], this optimal time
spacing is obtained as the smallest value giving no reduction
of the minimum Euclidean distance with respect to the Nyquist
case. This ensures that, asymptotically, the ISI-free bit-error
rate (BER) performance is reached, at least when the optimal
detector is adopted. The i.u.d. capacity or information rate
(IR), i.e., the average mutual information when the channel
inputs are independent and uniformly distributed (i.u.d.) ran-
dom variables, is then computed, still assuming the adoption
of the optimal detector [6], [7]. However, the complexity of
this optimal detector easily becomes unmanageable, and no
hints are provided on how to perform the optimization in the
more practical scenario where a reduced-complexity receiver
is employed.
In [8], for the AWGN channel, a different approach for
improving the SE has been considered. The approach relies on
both time packing of adjacent symbols and reducing the carrier
spacing of the adjacent channels when applicable (multicarrier
transmission), thus introducing also interchannel interference
(ICI). In [8] it is assumed that a symbol-by-symbol detector
working on the samples at the matched filter output is adopted
at the receiver side, and the corresponding IR is computed, by
also optimizing time and frequency spacings to maximize the
achievable SE. Hence, rather than the minimum distance, and
thus the BER, the SE is the performance figure of merit. In
addition, a low-complexity memoryless receiver is considered
rather than the optimal detector employed in [2]–[7]. More
complex detection algorithms have been also considered in [9]
for the case of linear channels.
In this work, we apply the time-frequency packing (TF
packing) technique to nonlinear satellite channels. In particu-
lar, we design highly efficient schemes by choosing the time
and frequency spacings which give the maximum value of SE.
We assume a realistic satellite channel where nonlinear dis-
tortions originate from the presence of a high-power amplifier
(HPA). The considered system is also affected by ISI, due
to the presence of input and output multiplexing (IMUX and
OMUX) filters placed before and after the HPA and intention-
ally introduced by the adoption of the time packing technique
2as well. Although ICI is also present due to frequency packing,
we limit our investigation to systems in single-carrier-per
transponder operation (i.e., each transponder is devoted to the
amplification of the signal coming from only one user) where
a single-user receiver is employed, and consider two different
approaches to detection for nonlinear channels, namely the
use of a detector taking into account the nonlinear effects
and a more traditional scheme based on predistortion and
memoryless detection. In the case of predistortion, we consider
the dynamic data predistortion technique described in [10],
[11], whereas in the case of advanced detection we consider
a receiver based on an approximate signal model described
in [12]. In this latter case, we also employ the channel short-
ening technique (CS) [13], recently proposed for nonlinear
satellite channels, to limit the complexity of the detection
algorithm. It should be noted that we apply the TF packing
technique to nonlinear satellite channels for which, usually,
even by using RRC pulses there is still ISI at the receiver.
The proposed TF packing technique promises to provide
increased SEs at least for low-order modulation formats. In
fact, when dense constellations with shaping are employed,
we fall in a scenario similar to that of the Gaussian channel
with Gaussian inputs for which orthogonal signaling with
no excess bandwidth (rectangular shaping pulses) is optimal
(although this is mainly true for the linear channel and not
in the presence of a nonlinear HPA, since shaping increases
the peak-to-average power ratio). Improving the achievable SE
without increasing the constellation order can be considerably
convenient since it is well known that low-order constellations
are more robust to channel impairments such as time-varying
phase noise and non-linearities. It is expected that the use of
low-order modulation in conjunction with TF packing provides
similar advantages in terms of robustness against channel
impairments.
The proposed approach to improve the SE is very general
and the case of satellite systems for broadband and broadcast-
ing applications must be thus considered just as an example
to illustrate the benefits that can be obtained through the
application of the TF packing paradigm coupled with advanced
receiver processing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we introduce the system model. The framework
that we use to evaluate the SE of satellite systems is detailed
in Section III, whereas different approaches to the detection for
the considered channel are described in Section IV. Numerical
results are reported in Section V, where we show how the
proposed technique can improve the SE of DVB-S2 systems.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider the forward link of a transparent satellite
system, where synchronous users employ the same linear
modulation format, shaping pulse p(t), and symbol interval
(or time spacing) T , and access the channel according to
a frequency division multiplexing scheme. The transmitted
signal in the uplink can be expressed as
x(t) =
∑
ℓ
∑
k
x
(ℓ)
k p(t− kT )e
j2πℓFut , (1)
h
(ℓ)
o (t)HPA
Satellite transponder
h
(ℓ)
i (t)
x(t)
Fig. 1. Satellite transponder for user ℓ.
where x(ℓ)k is the symbol transmitted by user ℓ during the
kth symbol interval, and Fu is the frequency spacing between
adjacent channels.1 The transmitted symbols belong to a given
zero-mean M -ary complex constellation. In DVB-S2 standard
the base pulse p(t) is an RRC-shaped pulse with roll-off
factor α (equal to 0.2, 0.3, or 0.35 depending on the service
requirements). Notice that, in order to leave out border effects,
the summations in (1) extend from −∞ to +∞, namely an
infinite number of time epochs and carriers are considered.
As commonly assumed for broadband and broadcasting
systems, on the feeder uplink (between the gateway and the
satellite) the impact of thermal noise can be neglected due
to a high transmit signal strength. Hence, in our analysis, we
have considered a noiseless feeder uplink. Although the TF
packing can be applied to other and more general scenarios,
we consider here a single-carrier per transponder scenario,
where different carriers undergo independent amplification by
different transponders on board of satellite, each of which
works with a single carrier occupying its entire bandwidth.
In this case, the on-board power amplifier can operate closer
to saturation and hence improve its efficiency. The transponder
model for user ℓ, shown in Fig. 1, is composed of an IMUX
filter h(ℓ)i (t) which selects the ℓth carrier, an HPA, and an
OMUX filter h(ℓ)o (t) which reduces the out-of-band power due
to the spectral regrowth after nonlinear amplification [1]. The
HPA is a nonlinear memoryless device defined through its
AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics, describing the amplitude
and phase distortions caused on the signal at its input.
The outputs of different transponders are multiplexed again
in the downlink to form the signal s(t), and we assume
that the adjacent users have a frequency separation of Fd,
usually equal to that in the uplink. The useful signal at the
user terminal is still the sum of independent contributions,
one for each transponder (although these contributions are
no more, rigorously, linearly modulated due to the nonlinear
transformation of the on-board HPA). The received signal
is also corrupted by the downlink AWGN, whose low-pass
equivalent w(t) has power spectral density (PSD) 2N0. The
low-pass equivalent of the received signal has thus expression
r(t) = s(t) + w(t) .
We evaluate the ultimate performance limits of this com-
munication system when single-user detection is employed at
the receiver side. The proposed technique consists of allowing
interference in time and/or frequency by reducing the values
of T , Fu, and Fd, (partially) coping with it at the receiver,
in order to increase the SE. In other words, T , Fu, and Fd
are chosen as the values that give the maximum value of the
1In this scenario, we will use the terms, “channels”, “users”, and “carriers”
interchangeably.
3SE. These values depend on the employed detector—the larger
the interference that the receiver can cope with, the larger the
SE and the lower the values of time and frequency spacings.
Notice that, since we are considering single-user detection,
the receiver is not able to deal with the interference due to the
overlap of different channels. In this case, the optimization
of the frequency spacings is actually an optimization of
the frequency guard bands generally introduced in satellite
systems to avoid the nonlinear cross-talk, since a single-user
receiver can tolerate only a very small amount of ICI.
The considered nonlinear satellite channel reduces, as a
particular case, to the linear channel, provided that the HPA is
driven far from saturation. Hence, all the considerations in this
paper can be straightforwardly extended to the linear channel
case. A few results can be found in [9].
III. OPTIMIZATION OF THE SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY
We describe the framework used to evaluate the ultimate
performance limits of the considered satellite system and to
perform the optimization of the time and frequency spacings.
To simplify the analysis, we will assume Fu = Fd = F . We
perform this investigation by constraining the complexity of
the employed receiver. In particular, as mentioned, we assume
that a single-user detector is used. For this reason, without
loss of generality we only consider the detection of symbols
x
(0) = {x
(0)
k } of user with ℓ = 0.2 In addition, we also
consider low-complexity receivers taking into account only a
portion of the actual channel memory. Under these constraints,
we compute the IR, i.e., the average mutual information
when the channel inputs are i.u.d. random variables belonging
to a given constellation. Provided that a proper auxiliary
channel can be defined for which the adopted low-complexity
receiver is optimal, the computed IR represents an achievable
lower bound of the IR of the actual channel, according to
mismatched detection [14].
Denoting by y(0) a set of sufficient statistics for the detec-
tion of x(0), the achievable IR, measured in bit per channel
use, can be obtained as
I(x(0);y(0)) = lim
K→∞
1
K
E
{
log
p(y(0)|x(0))
p(y(0))
}
, (2)
where K is the number of transmitted symbols. The probabil-
ity density functions p(y(0)|x(0)) and p(y(0)) are computed
by using the optimal maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) symbol
detector for the auxiliary channel, while the expectation in (2)
is with respect to the input and output sequences generated
according to the actual channel model [15]. In the next section,
we will discuss two different low-complexity detectors for
nonlinear satellite channels and we will define the correspond-
ing auxiliary channels.
We can define the user’s bandwidth as the frequency sepa-
ration F between two adjacent carriers. The achievable SE is
thus
η =
1
FT
I(x(0);y(0)) [b/s/Hz]. (3)
2Assuming a system with an infinite number of users, the results do not
depend on a specific user.
The aim of the proposed technique is to find the values of
F and T providing, for each value of the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), the maximum value of SE achievable by that particular
receiver, optimal for the considered specific auxiliary channel.
Namely, we compute
ηM = max
F,T>0
η(F, T ) . (4)
Typically, the dependence on the SNR value is not critical,
in the sense that we can identify two or at most three SNR
regions for which the optimal spacings practically have the
same value.
For fair comparisons in terms of SE, we need a proper
definition of the SNR. We define the SNR as the ratio P/N
between the transmit power when the HPAs are driven at
saturation and the noise power (in the considered bandwidth).
Denoting by U the number of users and by W the signal
bandwidth, P/N can as written as
P
N
= lim
U→∞
UPsat
N0((U − 1)F +W )
=
Psat
N0F
, (5)
where Psat is the peak power at the output of an HPA in
response to a continuous wave input, denoted as the ampli-
fier saturation power. Psat is independent of the bandwidth
W . The SNR definition as given in (5) is independent of
the transmit waveform and its parameters. This provides a
common measure to compare the performance of different
solutions in a fair manner. The output back-off for each
waveform (or modulation scheme) is defined as the power
ratio (in dBs) between the unmodulated carrier at saturation
and the modulated carrier after the OMUX. We point out
that equations (3)-(5), although derived for nonlinear satellite
channels, can be used for linear AWGN channels also, by
replacing Psat in (5) with the user’s transmitted power.
Without loss of generality, T and F in (3)-(5) can be
normalized to some reference values TB and FB . We will
denote ν = F/FB and τ = T/TB. In the numerical results, we
will choose TB and FB as the symbol time and the frequency
spacing adopted in the DVB-S2 standard, which is considered
as a benchmark scenario.
IV. AUXILIARY CHANNEL MODELS
The system model described in Section II is representative
of the considered scenario and has been employed in the
information-theoretic analysis and in the simulations results.
In this section, we describe the employed auxiliary channel
models and the corresponding optimal MAP symbol detectors.
As explained in Section III, they are used to compute two
lower bounds on the SE for the considered channel [15]. Since
these lower bounds are achievable by those receivers, we will
say that the computed lower bounds are the SE values of the
considered channel when those receivers are employed.
A. Memoryless model and predistortion at the transmitter
When the HPA AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics are
properly estimated and feeded back to the transmitter, the
sequence of symbols {x(ℓ)k } can be properly predistorted
to form the sequence {x′(ℓ)k } that is transmitted instead,
4in order to compensate for the effect of the non-linearity
and possibly to reduce the ISI. Here we consider the dy-
namic data predistortion technique described in [10], [11] and
also suggested for the application in DVB-S2 systems [1],
where the symbol x′(ℓ)k transmitted by user ℓ at time k is
a function of a sequence of 2Lp + 1 input symbols, i.e.,
x′k = f(xk−Lp , . . . , xk, . . . , xk+Lp). The mapping f at the
transmitter is implemented through a look-up table (LUT),
which is computed through an iterative procedure performed
off-line and described in [10], [11]. This procedure searches
the best trade-off between the interference reduction and
the increase of the OBO. The complexity at the transmitter
depends on the number of symbols accounted for through the
parameter Lp. The transmitted signal is thus
x(t) =
∑
ℓ
∑
k
x
′(ℓ)
k p(t− kT )e
j2πℓFt
whereas, at the receiver, a simple single-user memoryless
channel is assumed corresponding to the auxiliary channel (for
user with ℓ = 0)
y
(0)
k = x
(0)
k + nk (6)
where nk is a zero-mean circularly symmetric white Gaussian
process with PSD 2(N0 +NI), NI being a design parameter
which can be optimized through computer simulations—an
increase of the assumed noise variance can improve the com-
puted achievable lower bound on the spectral efficiency [8].
B. Model with memory and advanced detection
A valid alternative to nonlinear compensation techniques at
the transmitter relies upon the adoption of advanced detectors
which can manage the nonlinear distortions and the ISI. In
this work, we consider detection based on an approximate
signal model described in [12], which comes from a simplified
Volterra series expansion of the nonlinear channel. In the
following, we will consider PSK and amplitude/phase shift
keying (APSK) modulations typically employed in satellite
systems [1]. To limit the receiver complexity with a limited
performance degradation, we also apply a CS technique [16].
In fact, when the memory of the channel is too large to be
taken into account by a full complexity detector, an excellent
performance can be achieved by properly filtering the received
signal before adopting a reduced-state detector [16]. A very
effective CS technique for general linear channels is described
in [17], while its extension to nonlinear satellite systems is
reported in [13].
The approximate model (employed for receiver design pur-
poses only) of the contribution s(0)(t) of user ℓ = 0 to the
received useful signal s(t), can be based on the following vth-
order (with v being any odd integer) simplified Volterra-series
expansion [12]
s(0)(t) ≃
∑
n
NV −1∑
i=0
x(0)n
[
|x(0)n |
2ih(2i+1)(t− nT )
]
, (7)
where NV = (v+1)/2, and h(2i+1)(t) are complex waveforms
given by a linear combinations of the the original NV Volterra
kernels. This simplified Volterra-series expansion is obtained
from the classical one by neglecting some selected terms. For
further details, the reader can refer to [12]. We are looking
for an auxiliary channel and the corresponding optimal MAP
symbol detector. As mentioned, only single-user receivers
are considered here. Hence, we will assume that, apart from
AWGN, only user ℓ = 0 is present and that the simplified
model (7) holds. Optimal single-user MAP symbol detection
for this case can be performed through a bank of filters
followed by a conventional BCJR detector [18] with proper
branch metrics and working on a trellis whose number of states
exponentially depends on the channel memory [12].
In the case of PSK modulations, being |xi|2 = 1, the signal
model (7) simplifies to a linear modulation with shaping pulse
h¯(t) =
∑NV−1
i=0 h
(2i+1)(t) [12]. An approximate (being the
model in (7) an approximation) set of sufficient statistics y(0)
can thus be obtained by sampling the output of a filter matched
to h¯(t). Under the assumption that only user with ℓ = 0 is
present, the kth element of y(0) is
y
(0)
k =
∑
i
x
(0)
k−igi + ηk ,
where
gi =
∫
h¯(t)h¯∗(t− iT )dt
and ηk is a Gaussian process with E{ηk+iη∗k} = 2N0gi. Vector
y
(0) can be written as
y
(0) = Gx(0) + η (8)
where G is a Toeplitz matrix obtained from the sequence {gi}
whereas η is a vector collecting the noise samples. According
to the CS approach, the considered auxiliary channel is based
on the following channel law [17]
p(y(0)|x(0)) ∝ exp
(
2R(y(0)
†
H
r
x
(0))− x(0)
†
G
r
x
(0)
)
,
(9)
where Hr and Gr are Toeplitz matrices obtained from proper
sequences {hri } and {gri }, and are known as channel shortener
and target response, respectively [17]. Matrix Hr represents a
linear filtering of the sufficient statistics (8), and Gr is the ISI
to be set at the detector (different from the actual ISI) [17].
In (9), the noise variance has been absorbed into the two
matrices. In order to reduce the complexity, we constrain the
target response used at the receiver to
gri = 0 |i| > Lr , (10)
which implies that the memory of the detector is Lr instead
of the true memory of the channel. The CS technique finds a
closed form of the optimal {hri } and {gri } which maximize
the achievable IR (2). We point out that if the memory Lr is
larger than or equal to the actual channel memory the trivial
solution is Hr = I/2N0 and Gr = G/2N0, where I is the
identity matrix.
For APSK modulations, an approximate set of sufficient
statistics can be obtained through a bank of filters matched
to the pulses h(2i+1)(t), i = 0, ..., NV − 1. The CS technique
has been recently extended to this case in [13], and leads to
an auxiliary channel whose law has the same form of (9),
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the considered suboptimal receivers for a) PSK
and b) APSK modulations.
where the channel shortener and the target response are block
matrices (see [13] for details).
The resulting receivers for PSK and APSK modulations
are shown in Fig. 2. They are optimal for the considered
auxiliary channel models. Interestingly, when Lr = 0 the
optimal channel shortener becomes the minimum mean square
error (MMSE) feedforward equalizer of [19], applied to the
signal model (7).
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Spectral efficiency
Considering the DVB-S2 system as a benchmark scenario,
we now show the improvement, in terms of SE, that can be
obtained by adopting the TF packing technique joint with an
advanced processing at the receiver. Let us consider a typical
DVB-S2 scenario where, at the transmitter, the shaping pulse
p(t) has a RRC spectrum, whereas the IMUX and OMUX
filters and the nonlinear characteristics of the HPA are those
reported in [1, Figs. H.12 and H.13]. The standard considers
the following modulation formats: QPSK, 8PSK, 16APSK,
and 32APSK. To combat ISI and nonlinear distortions, a
data predistorter is employed at the transmitter whereas at
the receiver a symbol-by-symbol detector is assumed. Here,
we consider the predistorter described in Section IV-A, with
Lp = 2 for QPSK, 8PSK 16APSK, and Lp = 1 for 32APSK.
The SE results have been obtained by computing the IR in (2)
by means of the Monte Carlo method described in [15]. For
each case, we also performed a coarse optimization of the
noise variance to be set at receiver [8], and of the amplifier
operation point through the OBO. Unless otherwise specified,
the roll-off factor of the RRC pulses is α = 0.2, which is the
lowest value considered in the standard.
We first consider the achievable SE of our benchmark
scenario, and in Fig. 3 we report η as a function of Psat/N0F
for the four modulation formats of the standard (QPSK, 8PSK,
16APSK, and 32APSK). We verified that comparable SE val-
ues can be also obtained by using, instead of the predistorter,
the advanced detection scheme of Section IV-B with Lr = 0
(MMSE detection). We also consider two alternative ways
that, at least in the case of a linear channel, can be used
to improve the SE without resorting to TF packing.3 The
simplest approach relies on the increase of the modulation
3On a nonlinear satellite channel, due to the increased peak-to-average
power ratio, their application must be carefully considered since not nec-
essarily produces the expected benefits.
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Fig. 3. Spectral efficiency of DVB-S2 modulations with roll-off 0.2, data
predistortion, and memoryless detection. Comparison with a constellation of
increased cardinality (64APSK).
cardinality, and in Fig. 3 we also show the SE for the 64APSK
modulation [20]. It can be seen that the 64APSK modulation,
due to the higher impact of the nonlinearities, allows to
increase the SE only at high SNR values and it seems there
is no hope to improve the SE in the low and medium SNR
regions.
An alternative way of improving the SE is based on a
reduction of the roll-off factor. In Fig. 4, we consider QPSK
and 16APSK modulations in a scenario where predistortion at
the transmitter and symbol-by-symbol detection at the receiver
are still employed. We show the SE improvement that can be
obtained by reducing the roll-off to α = 0.05.4 We can observe
that the roll-off reduction improves the SE with respect to
DVB-S2 for all SNR values. On the other hand, as shown
in Fig. 4, better results can be obtained by allowing TF
packing. The values of T and F are chosen as those providing
the largest SE. This search is carried out by evaluating (4)
on grid of values of T and F (coarse search), followed by
interpolation of the obtained values (fine search). We point
out that these curves have been obtained without reducing
the roll-off factor, which is still α = 0.2, and employing the
same predistorter and symbol-by-symbol receiver adopted in
the DVB-S2 system.
With the aim of further improving the performance, we
now consider TF packing and a system without predistortion
at the transmitter but using the advanced detection algorithm
described in Section IV-B, joint with CS (Lr = 1). The
Volterra order of the model (7) is v = 5. The results for
QPSK and 16APSK modulations are reported in Fig. 5, where
we also show the DVB-S2 benchmark curves discussed above
and the curves related to TF packing when predistortion at the
transmitter and memoryless detection at the receiver are used.
These results show the impressive improvement achievable by
4We properly modify the transmitted signal such that it occupies the
same bandwidth as that of the signal with roll-off 0.2. We verified that no
improvement can be obtained by resorting to a more sophisticated receiver
based on linear or nonlinear equalization in addition to or in substitution of
the predistorter.
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TF packing combined with the considered advanced receiver,
which, with a memory of only one symbol, can cope with
much more interference than the schemes employing the
predistorter and a memoryless detector.
Having removed the constraint of orthogonal signaling, one
more degree of freedom in the SE optimization is represented
by the bandwidth W of the shaping pulse p(t) (in case
of orthogonality, it is W = (1 + α)/T instead).5 Hence,
guided by the same idea behind the TF packing technique,
we also optimized W , further increasing both ICI and ISI
due to the adjacent users and to the IMUX and OMUX filters,
respectively. Whereas on the AWGN channel this optimization
is implicit in TF packing, in the sense that we can obtain the
same ICI by fixing F and increasing W or by fixing W and
5The symbol rate, or equivalently the bandwidth, of conventional DVB-S2
can also be further optimized for a performance improvement.
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Fig. 6. Spectral efficiency of QPSK modulation with TF packing and
bandwidth optimization by adopting the advanced receiver with CS (Lr = 1).
decreasing F , this is no more true for our nonlinear channel
since IMUX and OMUX bandwidths are kept fixed. Hence,
an increased value of W also increases the ISI. The benefit
of the bandwidth optimization is twofold: it can be used as
an alternative to frequency packing (e.g., in cases where the
frequencies of the on-board oscillators cannot be modified and,
hence, frequency packing is not an option), or it can be used
to improve the results of TF packing. In Fig. 6, we consider
QPSK modulation and the advanced receiver with Lr = 1. As
expected, the combination of TF packing with the bandwidth
optimization gives the best results. We also show the results in
case only time packing or only the bandwidth optimization are
adopted. Interestingly, the SE of time packing with bandwidth
optimization is quite similar to that achievable by TF packing.
Finally, to summarize the results, Fig. 7 shows the SE for all
DVB-S2 modulations (QPSK, 8PSK, 16APSK and 32APSK)
with TF packing, bandwidth optimization, and the advanced
receiver. For clarity, we show only one curve which, for each
abscissa, reports only the largest value of the four curves
(the “envelope”). In the same figure, we also plot three other
SE curves obtained by using predistortion and a memoryless
receiver. The lowest one is that corresponding to the DVB-
S2 scenario (one curve which is the “envelope” of all four
curves in Fig. 3), the SE curve for the 64APSK modulation,
and the SE curve in case of roll-off α = 0.05 reduction. In this
latter case, we considered all modulations with cardinality up
to 64, and hence this curve represents the effect of both roll-
off reduction and cardinality increase with respect to DVB-
S2. The figure shows that TF packing and advanced receiver
processing allows a SE improvement of around 40% w.r.t.
DVB-S2 at high SNR.
B. Modulation and coding formats
What information theory promises can be approached by
using proper coding schemes. All the considered modulation
and coding formats (MODCODs) use the low-density parity-
check (LDPC) codes with length 64800 bits of the DVB-S2
standard. We adopt the optimized values for T , F , and W and
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Fig. 7. Spectral efficiency of TF packing with bandwidth optimization (TF
pack., W opt.). Comparison with DVB-S2, 64APSK and roll-off reduction.
TABLE I
DETAILS OF THE MODCODS BASED ON TF PACKING.
rate τ ν Wopt P/N0F η
[dB] [b/s/Hz]
QPSK
1/3 0.833 1.00 +20% -1.7 0.53
1/2 0.750 0.90 +20% 2.2 0.98
3/5 0.750 0.90 +20% 3.6 1.18
8PSK
1/2 0.731 0.95 +30% 5.3 1.43
3/5 0.731 0.95 +30% 7.4 1.72
2/3 0.731 0.95 +30% 8.5 1.91
16APSK 2/3 0.792 0.90 +20% 11.1 2.483/4 0.750 0.90 +20% 14.1 2.94
32APSK
2/3 0.731 0.95 +30% 15.3 3.18
3/4 0.731 0.95 +30% 17.5 3.58
5/6 0.731 0.95 +30% 19.5 3.98
8/9 0.731 0.95 +30% 21.2 4.24
the advanced detector described in Section IV-B. We assume
that 1/TB = 27.5 Mbaud and FB = 41.5 MHz, and use these
values to normalize the time and frequency spacings. Due to
the soft-input soft-output nature of the considered detection
algorithm, we can adopt iterative detection and decoding. We
distinguish between local iterations, within the LDPC decoder,
and global iterations, between the detector and the decoder.
Here, we allow a maximum of 5 global iterations and 20 local
iterations.
BER results have been computed by means of Monte Carlo
simulations and are reported in the SE plane in Fig. 8 using, as
reference, a BER of 10−6. In the same figure, the performance
of the DVB-S2 MODCODs is also shown for comparison. We
recall that for them predistortion at the transmitter and symbol-
by-symbol detection at the receiver are adopted. Moreover, for
them we have τ = 1 and ν = 1. The details of the considered
MODCODs are reported in Tables I and II. These results are
in perfect agreement with the theoretical analysis and confirm
that the TF packing technique can provide an impressive
performance improvement w.r.t. the DVB-S2 standard.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the TF packing technique, joint with
an advanced processing at the receiver, to improve the spectral
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Fig. 8. Modulation and coding formats of the DVB-S2 standard and
comparison with those designed for the proposed TF packing technique with
optimized bandwidth.
TABLE II
DETAILS OF THE DVB-S2 MODCODS. IN THIS CASE, τ = 1 AND ν = 1.
rate P/N0F [dB] η [b/s/Hz]
QPSK
1/2 0.1 0.66
3/5 1.4 0.79
3/4 3.2 0.99
8PSK
3/5 4.6 1.19
3/4 7.3 1.49
8/9 10.0 1.77
16APSK 3/4 10.9 1.994/5 12.0 2.12
5/6 12.7 2.21
8/9 14.6 2.35
32APSK
3/4 14.3 2.48
4/5 15.6 2.65
5/6 16.5 2.76
8/9 19.2 2.94
9/10 19.9 2.98
efficiency of a nonlinear satellite system employing linear
modulations with finite constellations. As a first step, through
an information-theoretic analysis, we computed the spectral
efficiency achievable through this technique showing, with
reference to the DVB-S2 scenario, that without an advanced
processing at the receiver, the potential gains are very limited.
On the other hand, a detector which takes into account a
memory of only one symbol, and thus with a very limited
complexity increase, it is possible to obtain a gain up to 40%
in terms of spectral efficiency with respect to the conventional
use of the current standard. All these considerations can be
extended to other channels and scenarios.
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